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Abstract 
Davydov, G. and I. Davydova, Tautologies and positive solvability of linear homogeneous 
systems, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 57 (1992) 27-43. 
For any fixed matrix A the scheme S(A) of the signs of elements of A can be described by a 
logical formula L(A). We investigate when the system Ax = 0, x * 0 has a nontrivial solution 
for any matrices A with the same scheme S = S(A). The answer is positive iff the logical 
formula L corresponding to S is a tautology. 
1. Introduction 
The positive solvability of the system Ax = 0 for a fixed matrix A is a 
well-known problem in linear algebra. This problem is analysed in detail by 
Chernikov in [2]. 
We consider the general case. Let A =A[l:m, l:n] be an m x n matrix; 1:m 
denotes the set of all integers from 1 to m. 
When does the system Bx = 0, x 30, have a nontrivial solution for every 
matrix B from the class PA, where 
PA = {B[l:m, l:n] 1 sgn B, = sgnAij, i E l:m, j E l:n}? 
This problem is, for example, of interest in linear programming. We shall show 
that a necessary and sufficient condition, in combinatorial terms, is that every 
matrix C obtained from A by multiplying each row of A by 1 or -1 must contain 
a nonnegative nonzero column. 
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This property of a matrix A can also be stated in logical terms. We shall 
connect with a matrix A the propositional formula 




Pi, A, > 0, 
L(A,) = lpi, A,<O, 
true, A, = 0; 
the pi are propositional variables. 
Let each row of A be multiplied by 1 or -1. In this case we shall say that the 
row’s signature is fixed. Let US put pi = ‘true’ if row i is multiplied by 1 and 
pi = ‘false’ if multiplied by - 1. 
Then for every row’s signature there exists a nonnegative column in A iff for all 
values pi, i E l:m, there exists in L(A) a conjunction AielXm L(A,) such that 
L(A,) = ‘true’ for all i E l:m, i.e., L(A) is a tautology. 
Example 1. Let A be the matrix 
-a12 a13 0 -a15 
-a22 -a23 a24 0 , where all Uij > 0. 
-a32 0 -a34 a35 
We assign to A the formula 
L(A) = ((PI * ~2 * ~3) v (-PI A 7~2 A 7~3) 
v (PI A 7P2) v (P2 A lP3) v (1Pl A P3)). 
It is easy to verify that L(A) is a tautology. 
A matrix A with a tautological formula L(A) is called a tuutofogical matrix, and 
A is called a minimal tuutological matrix if after deleting at least one of the 
columns from A the formula assigned to the new matrix will not be a tautology. 
The matrix A from Example 1 is both tautological and minimal tautological. 
We find an unexpected connection between propositional calculus and linear 
equalities. 
Theorem 2. A system Bx = 0, x 3 0, has a nontrivial solution for every matrix 
B E PA iff A is a tautological matrix. 
In Section 2 we shall show how the strict positive solution of the system Ax = 0 
can be constructed by using the semantic tree [l] of the tautology L(A) for the 
case of the minimal tautological matrix A. 
Now we illustrate the nontautological case by an example. 
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Example 3. Let us consider a system 
( 
41X1 + U12X2 - a13X3 = 0, 
a21X1 - a22X2 + a23X3 = 0, 
where all ajj > 0; its matrix is not tautological. The corresponding propositional 
formula is 
L = (P, A P2) ” (Pl A 72) ” (T* A P2). 
By putting ai, = al2 = u21 = ~~23 = 1 and u 13=~22=~ where O<c<f we get a 
system which has no nontrivial nonnegative solutions. Indeed, if there exists a 
solution (x1, x2, x3) such that x1, x2, xg 2 0 and x1 +x2 +x3 = 1 (by the homoge- 
neity we need only consider this case), then from the first equation we get 
Xl+X2=&X3QE + X1<&, X2cE, 
and from the second 
x,+x,=&x2 s & * x3 =s E, 
and finally 
Xi+X,+X,~3&<1, 
in contradiction with xi + x2 + x3 = 1. 
The case p1 = p2 = ‘false’ and lpl = 7p2 = ‘true’ yields failure for the formula 
L. 
We put aij = 1 at the places corresponding to ‘false’ and aij = E for the others. 
This example explains why there exist A, such that Ax = 0, for x 2 0 has only a 
trivial solution if A is not tautological. 
In Section 4, Theorem 2 is stated and strictly proved in set-theoretic terms. 
Section 3 contains the definitions of the notions. 
The minimality condition is essential in the investigation of the trivial 
solvability of the system Bx = 0 for every B E PA. In Section 5, we state and prove 
in set-theoretic terms the next theorem. 
Theorem 4. In order for the vector Bx to contain at least one positive component 
for each matrix B E PA and each vector x # 0, it is necessary that the transposed 
matrix AT is tautological and it is sufficient that AT is minimal tautological. 
It follows from this theorem that a system Bx = 0 has only the trivial solution 
for each B E Pa if AT is the minimal tautological matrix. 
2. The construction of the positive solution of Ax = 0 for the minimal 
tautological A 
Let us consider the system Ax = 0, where A =A[l:m, l:n] is a minimal 
tautological matrix. 
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Construct for the corresponding propositional formula Z,(A) a semantic tree as 
described in [l]. Each branch in this tree is connected with some conjunction 
/ksr:m L(Aij) and, consequently, with the vector A[l:m, i] and the component 
x[i] of the variable-vector x[l:n]. 
Example 1 (continued). For A from the above Example 1 the system Ax = 0 is 
allxl- ~12x2 + a13x3 
- 
ads = 0, 
a291 - a22x2 - a23x3 + (124x4 
= 
0, 
a31x1 - u32x2 - u34x4 + (135x5 = 0, 
and the corresponding semantic tree is 
Since A is a minimal tautological matrix, all components of the vector 
x = (x1, x2, x3, x4, xs) are present in the semantic tree. 
Let the branches of the semantic tree be ordered in some way and let Nj be the 
set of the branches, corresponding to the same component x[i]. Define the new 
set of the variables N = Ujcl:n Nj, the new vector of the variables y[N] and the 
new matrix C[l:m, N] by putting for i E l:m, 1 EN, 
C[i, 11 = A[i, j], for I E Nj. 
It is easy to show that if the vector y[N] is a solution of the system Cy = 0, then 
the vector x[l:n], where x[i] = C [EN,y[l], j E l:n, is a solution of the system 
Ax=O. 
Example 1 (continued). Let the order and new variables in the semantic tree be 
given: y, 
Y2 Y4 Ys 
Then the sets Nj, i E 15, are 
Nr = (11, N2 = Is), N3 = (31, 
N4 = G4>, Ns = (61 
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and the system Cy = 0 is 
ally1 + al3y3 - al& -a15y6=09 
a21 h + a24y2 - a2,y3 + a2,y4 - a22y5 = 0, 
a31 YI - a34y2 - a3,y4 - a32YS + a35 y6 = O. 
The semantic tree for the L(C) is the same as for L(A), but in L(C) every 
branch is corresponding only to one component of y. 
Now we shall describe the iterative process for the construction of the positive 
solution y for the system Cy = 0. 
The iteration. Let the branching in the root of the semantic tree for L(C) be 
defined by pi and lpi. 
Divide the set N into the two sets N+ and N-, where 
Nf is the set of the variables corresponding to the branch pi, 
N- is the set of the variables corresponding to the branch ipi. 
Let us set 
Y’=Y[N+l, Y”=Yw-I, 
C’ = C[i, N+], C2 = C[i, N-1, 
C3 = C[l:m \ {i}, N+], C4 = C[l:m \ {i}, N-1. 
The system Cy = 0 becomes thereby split into two systems: 
C’y’ + C2y2 = 0 and C3y1 + C4y2 = 0, (*) 
where the first system has only one equation and the last has m - 1 equations. 
Consider two cases. 
(a) The matrices C3 = C4 = 0. In this case we have, by minimality, that INI = 2, 
Y[N = (YIJ YJJ C1 and C2 are the one-element matrices and the system (*) is 
Gil Yl + ci2_V2 = OS where Gil > 0, Ci, < 0. 
The positive solution y of the system in this case is defined by y1 = ICi21, y2 = Cii. 
(b) At least one of the matrices C3 or C4 is nontrivial. It follows from the 
construction of the semantic tree that every nontrivial matrix, C3 and C4, is 
minimal tautological. For this matrix we can continue the iterative process. At the 
final iteration of the process we shall be in case (a). 
Suppose that this process produces the vectors zl, z* > 0 such that C3z’ = 0, 
c4z2 = 0. 
If C3 = 0 (or C4 = 0) then z1 (or z’) is a number and we put z1 = 1 (or z2 = 1). 
By definition of the row-matrices C’ and C2 we have that C’z’ > 0, C2z2 < 0. Let 
us put yl = Arz’, y* = i1,z2, where &, 3c2 are positive parameters such that 
ill clz’ + A2C2z2 = 0. 
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These parameters are 
Al = IC2t21, Ar = c’z’. 
Finally in case (b) we have for 
cry ’ + c2y2 = 0, 
c3y’=o, c4y2=o * 
and the vector y = (y’, y’) is a 
the thus defined y’ and y2: 
c”y l+ c4y2 = 0, 
positive solution of the system Cy = 0. 
Example 1 (continued). The vector y = (y,, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6) is split into y’= 
(yl, y2, y3) and y2 = (y4, ys, ye). The matrix C is split into 







u24 -U22 0 
U31 -U34 0 ’ -U34 -u32 U35 >* 
Continuing this process we obtain: 
For the system C’y ’ = 0: 
+lyl + u24y2 =U23y3, 
u31 yl = u34y2. 
From the last equation y’: = u34, y: = u31, yi = 1 and from the first one 
n;(U21y: + u24yi) = %U,,yi + & = U23, A; = ((121034 + U24”31)* 
Then C3.z1 = 0 for z’ = (z,, z2, z3) and 
z1= &Y?, 22 = GYX, 23 = qy;. 
For the system C”y’ = 0: 
u34y4 + u32yS =U3Sy6> 
u24y4 = u22y5* 
The last equation gives yt = u22, yz = ~24, yz = 1, and from the first one we have 
Xi(U34yi + U32yg) = Iz” 2U35y: 3 n;r = u35, g = (U34U22 + U32U24). 
The vector z2 = (z4, z,, zg), with the components z4 = A;yi, z5 = n’,‘yt, z6 = X;yO,, 
provides the solution of C4z2 = 0. 
Now return to the equation 
C’y ’ + c2y2 = 0 
and put 
yr = AIZ1, y2 = A2z2. 
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We have 
Ma11z1 + %%) = &(%2ZS + %Z6), 
4 = (42% + %%) = (d’;Y: + %GYZ) 
= (42%%4 + %5(%4%2 + %4)> 
A2 = (61 z1+ w4 = (%~;Y~ + &;Y;) 
= (4*.%3%4 + 4%1%l+ h4%1))* 
Finally the vector y = (y’, y’) with y’ = &zl, y2 = A2z2 is the positive solution of 
cy=o. 
The positive solution x = (x1, x *, xg, x4, x5) of the initial system Ax = 0 is 
defined by 
x1 = y, = AiZi = n,n;y: = 411*3434, 
x*= y,=A*Z*=A*x;y~=A,u,,u*4, 
X3 =y3 = LIZ3 = n,%yi = ~,(U,,U3, + U24U31), 
xq=y*+y4=d1z*+A*zq= A*n;y;+A,n;y: 
=h"23U31 + A2"35u22~ 
X5 =yfj= A*Ze= h*r2iyg= A*(U34U** + U3*U*4). 
This example shows that by means of the iterative process we have constructed 
a positive solution x of the system Ax = 0 with each of its components being a 
homogeneous function of the same degree. In our example the degree is 5. 
If A were a tautological but not a minimal tautological matrix, then not all of 
the variables would be present in the semantic tree for the formula L(A). By 
putting xi = 0 for such absent variables, and calculating the other variables xi as 
above, we construct in this case the nontrivial, nonnegative solution. 
3. Definitions 
For a given matrix A[l:m, l:n] we shall indicate both positive and negative 




if A, B 0, 
; 
, if A, < 0. 
Next, we form for each j E 1:n the sets 
Lo = {Sj(i) 1 Sj(i) = i}, 
L,’ = {Sj(i) ( Sj(i) = i}* 
Lj=Li+uLy. 
The system of sets S = { Lj ) j E l:n} is called the scheme of matrix A. 
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On the other hand, we shall call any system S = {Lj 1 i E l:n} of such sets Lj, 
with Lj CM, where M = Uiclzm {i, i} and Lj $I {i, s} for each i E l:m, an 
M-scheme. 
A matrix A(S) =A[1 :m, l:n] is called a jifilling of an M-scheme S if S is the 
scheme of A(S). 
The scheme ST of the transposed matrix AT is called the transposed scheme of 
A. Analogous to the M-scheme and the filling A = A(S), one can define the 
N-scheme ST for N = Ujcl:n { j, i} and the transposed filling A = A(ST) (here ST is 
the transposed scheme of A). 
Example 5. If A is 
A = 
( 
al1 a12 -a13 -a14 
, 
(121 -a22 a23 -u24 > 
where Uij > 0, 
then 
S = {{I,2), {I,% &2), U, 211 
and 
ST={{1,2,3,4}; {1,2,3,4}}. 
The matrix A is a filling of S and a transposed filling of ST. 
The notion of dual structure [3,4] which is analogous to the notion of tautology 
in propositional calculus provides our main technique. 
Let S be a given system of finite sets. Any minimal (by inclusion) set JC which 
has a nonempty intersection with every set of S is called a path in S. A pair of 
systems of finite sets S, and S, for which every path in S, contains some set from 
S2 is called a dual structure and written (S, 1 8,). 
It is easy to prove the duality theorem: if (S, ) S,) is a dual structure, then 
(S, ) S,) is also a dual structure, cf. [4]. 
The dual structure (S, 1 S,) will be called minimal if after deleting at least one of 
the sets from S, or S, the remaining pair of the systems of sets will not be a dual 
structure. 
It is easy to check that if 
S, = ((1, i}, {2,2}, {3,3}, {4,4}} and S, = S, 
where S is the scheme of the matrix A from Example 5, the pair (S, I S.J is both a 
dual structure and a minimal dual structure. 
The dual structure (S, 1 S2) may be interpreted as a tautology in the following 
way. Let us consider every element in the sets of S, and S2 as a propositional 
variable aud construct two formulas 
4(h) = L& 
I 
W a and F2(S2) = W /A a* 
OSL LESZ OSL 
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It easy to verify that formula 
F,(&) + M2) 
is a tautology iff (S, 1 S,) is a dual structure. 
In Example 5 
F,(s,) = ((1 v I) A (2 v 2) A (3 v 3) A (4 v a)) 
and 
&(s2) = ((1 A 2) V (1 A 2) V (i A 2)) V (i A z)), 
where the symbols i and i, i E 1:4, are propositional variables. 
Let A be an m X n matrix, 8, = {{i, i} 1 i E l:m} and let S, be the scheme of A. 
It is easy now to verify that A is a tautological matrix iff (S, 1 SJ is a dual 
structure. 
On the other hand, let S = {Z+ (j E l:n} be any M-scheme. If the pair (S, ( S,), 
where .I$ = {{i, S} I i E l:m} and S, = S is a dual structure, then every matrix C 
obtained from a fiiling A of the M-scheme S by multiplying each row of A by 1 or 
-1 contains a nonnegative column and every path in S contains some set {i, 7). 
As a matter of fact, if the row i is multiplied by 1, then we set z(i) = i, and if 
by -1, then n(i) = i: The set n = {n(i) I i E l:m} is a path in S,. Since (S, I S,) is 
a dual structure, there is a set Lj in the M-scheme S, such that Lj s z 
Therefore we have: 
if i E Lj, then Jt(i) = sj(i) = i 
and 
if ic Lj, then z(i) = sj(i) = i, 
i.e., the positive elements of the column A[l:m, j] are multiplied by 1 and the 
negative elements by -1, so that the column C[l:m, j] in the new matrix C is 
nonnegative. 
By the duality theorem the pair (S, I S,) is a dual structure also, i.e., every path 
in S contains some set {i, S}. 
Theorems 2 and 4 in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, are the same as the 
Theorems 2 and 4 from the Introduction, but stated and proved in terms of the 
dual structure. 
4. Nontrivial solvability of Ax = 0, x 3 0 
Theorem 2. A system Ax = 0, x t 0, has a nontrivial solution for every filling A of 
the M-scheme S iff the pair (S, ) S,), whereS1={{i,~}~i~l:m} andS,=S, isa 
dual structure. 
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Proof. The proof is based on the lemma, below. Let us consider the system 
By = Dz, 
Y,Z 3 0, 
(1) 
where B = B[l:m, l:n] and D = D[l:m, l:k], B 20, D Z= 0. The sets L,: in the 
scheme S of a nonnegative matrix A are empty. Therefore in the definition of the 
M-scheme for a nonnegative matrix we may assume M = lJierm {i} = 1:m. In 
that case the condition {i, s} # Lj, i E M, is not needed. 
Lemma6. LetSr={/3jljEl:n}, &={6,(1~l:k} beM-schemes, andletthesets 
fIj from S, be disjoint. System (1) has a nontrivial solution for all nonnegative 
fillings B of the M-scheme S1 and D of the M-scheme S, iff the pair (S, ( S,) is a 
dual structure. 
Proof. (+) Let S, and S, be M-schemes, let the sets pi from S, be disjoint, and 
let the pair (S, 1 S,) be a dual structure. 
We shall define an infinite trajectory {(rc’, b’)}, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , consisting of 
paths X’ in S,, and the corresponding vector-states b’[l:m]. We may assume the 
following without loss of generality. 
(a) In every set pj, j E l:n, from the system S1 a cyclical order is given. For 
example, this order may be given by the order in the set M = (1, 2, . . . , m} and 
the condition ‘the element 1 follows m’. 
(b) The sets in the system S, are also ordered, i.e., 
The initial path no in S1 is any fixed path in Sr. Since the sets lsi, j E l:n, are 
disjoint, the intersection of the path 3t” with each fij, j E l:n, consists of only one 
element, i”(j), i.e., no = {i”(j) 1 j E 1~). We shall define the vector-state b’[l:m] 
for every i E 1:m by assuming 
b”[i] = ” i $ Jd”, 
B]i, il, i = i”(j). 
For every i E l:n, the ‘subvector’ b’[Pj] has only one positive component 
b’[i’(j)], and for all other i E /30 we have b”[i] = 0. In this case we shall say that 
the state b” is regular. 
Let the path JG’ = {i’(j) 1 j E l:n} and regular state b’[l:m] be given, i.e., 
b’[i’(j)] > 0 and b’[i] = 0, i f i’(j). Now we shall construct the path JP’ = 
{i”‘(j) 1 j E l:n} and regular state b’+‘[l:m]. 
Since the pair (S, I S,) is a dual structure, JG’ contains a set from &. Let 6,(,, be 
the first set from S, for which 6[(,, c JC’. Now we define 
(2) 
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Since b’ is regular and a,(,) s n’, we have A, > 0. The path n’+’ = {i”‘(j) 1 j E ix} 
is defined by assuming for j E l:n, 
1 
i’(j), i’(i) $ 4(+ 
i”‘(j) = i’(j), b’[i] - A, * D[i, I(t)] >O, i = i’(j), 
if(j), b’[i] - A, * D[i, l(t)] = 0, i = i’(j), 
where if(j) is the element which follows i’(j) in the cyclical order of the set p,. 
The path J-P’ differs from J? only by the elements i for which the minimum in 
(2) is attained. 
We define the new state b”‘[l:m] by putting 
{ 
0 i $: It’+‘, 
b’+‘[i] = b’[i] - A, . D[i, l(t)], i = i’(j) = i”‘(j), (3) 
B[i, jl i = i”‘(j) #i’(j), 
for every i E l:m. It follows from (3) that the state b’+’ is regular. The state b’+’ is 
uniquely defined. The equalities b’+’ = b’ and n’+’ = n’ can only occur in the 
degenerate case: 
A, = Df’Lflt)] , 
1, 
for all i E &(,,, 
and the set ~j contains only one element, if i’(j) E &. 
In the nondegenerate case, we consider the infinite trajectory 93 = {b’}, 
t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , of the states b’. Every component b’[i], i E ~j, for each t may 
have the values from the interval [0, B[i, j]]. 
First consider the rational case. Then every number B[i, j], i E pj, j E l:n, and 
D[i, l], i E 6(, I E l:k, may be expressed as a fraction 
B’[i, il 
B[i, j] = __ 
D’[i, 11 
B% jl 
and D[i, I] = ~ 
D*[i, I] ’ 
Let G be the product of all numbers from the set 
{B*[i, j], i E pj, j E lx, D’[i, I], D*[i, I], i E 6,, 1 E l:k} 
and let 58 = (6’) be the trajectory where 6’ = G * b’. 
It follows from (2) and (3) that for each t = 0, 1,2, . . . every component @[iI, 
i E l:m, is an integer. Therefore the set of values of &[i] for all t is finite and the 
cardinality of this set for i E pj is at most G * B[i, j] + 1. Consequently, in the 
trajectory 93 the set of values is also a finite subset of [0, B[i, j]]. Thus the set of 
distinct states in the trajectory .B = {b’}, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , is finite. 
Since every path nd’ = {i’(j) 1 j E 1. } .n may be viewed as a vector n’[l:n] with 
integer components i’(j), the set of distinct pairs (x’, b’) in the trajectory 
((~-8, b’)}, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , is finite. 
Therefore both in the degenerate and in the nondegenerate cases there are an 
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index t,, and a number of steps t such that 
nto+a =~d’o = {i(j) ) j E l:n}, b’“+” = b’” = b. 
Since every state in the trajectory is regular, we have for every j E 1:n and 
i E rS,, 
i #i(j), “il=(~O, i=i(j). 
The return to the same state b[i(j)] after the t steps is possible only by 
repeating the cyclic order from i(j) to i(j) in the set bj, y[j] times, where i runs in 
this order through all necessary values from [B[i, j], 0] and returns to the same 
b[i(j)] (for some j, possibly y[j] = 0). 
Let 
z[l] = c A,, 1 E l:k, 
Is(to+l):(to+s) 1 l=I(t) 
where the value A, is defined by (2). From the definition it follows that there 
exists I E 1:k such that z[1] > 0. If for the index 1, the equality I = I(t) does not 
hold for t E (t,, + l):(to + t), then we assume z[f] = 0. 
The value z[1] is the cumulative intensity of the set &I through r steps. 
Consequently by (3) for all t steps the subtrahend for i E 1:m is equal to 
C D[i, I] - z[Z]. 
11 its, 
Since the component i belongs only to one set pj (the sets pi in S, are distinct), 
the cumulative expense for this i is equal to B[i, j] - y[j]. Therefore, for each 
j E 1:n and i E pj we have the balance 
B[i, il . Y[jl = [ ,z6, D[i, 11 - 41. 
Then, by including in this balance also the null elements of the fillings 
B[l:m, l:n] and D[l:m, l:k] of the schemes S, and $,, we finally have the 
equality 
By=Dz 
for the vectors y[l:n] and z[l:k]. 
Since y, z 20, by definition of y and z, there exists I E 1:k for which z[l] >O, 
(y, z) is nontrivial solution of the system (1). 
We are done with the rational case. 
Since the system By = Dz is homogeneous, there exists a solution (y, z) in the 
simplex 
Q = ((Y, 4 1 (Y, 4~0, j&Y[il+,&z[4 =I) 
for any rational fillings B and D of the schemes S, and &. 
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Therefore, for the real fillings we may use here rational approximations; for 
every approximation define the solution from Q, and then take their limit. 
(+) Let 6% 1 &I b e a nondual structure. We shall define fillings B[l:m, l:n] 
and D[l:m, l:k] of the schemes S, and S, for which the system (1) has only the 
trivial solution. 
Since (S, 1 S,) is not a dual structure, there exists a path x in S, which does not 
contain sets from S,. It follows that in S, there exists a path p such that JC tl p = $3. 
We define the fillings B and D by 
0, i $ Pj, 
B[i, il= ( 1, i E fij, j E l:n, 
0, i 6 &, 
D[i, I] = E, i E JC fl 6[, 
1, iEdl\(3dflt3,), IEl:k, 
where 0 < E < l/(kn). We have D[i, I] = 1 for i E p. Suppose that system 
nontrivial solution, i.e., there exist vectors y, z 3 0, y, z # 0, such that 
j& BP, jl . djl = ,& WY 4 - 44, i E l:m. 
Since system (4) is homogeneous, one may assume that 
,;, 44 = 1. 
(1) has a 
(4) 
(5) 
Let our path n in S, be JC = {i(j) ( j E 1~). Then, by using (4) for i = i(j), we 
conclude from the definition of B and D that 
djl = E * C z[l], j E 132. 
1 I iWE& 
From z[l] 3 0 and (5) it follows that 
On the other hand from (4) for i E p we have 
j &. y[jl = I &, 41. 
I 
(6) 
Since p is the path in S,, there exists for every 1 E l:k, i E p such that z[l] 
belongs to the right-hand side of (7). Therefore, by summing the right-hand side 
of (7) for i E p we get 
Cz , ga, 44 = 1+ 4 where A Z= 0. 
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By summing both sides of (7) for i E p and taking into account (6), we shall get 
l+A=c c y[j]sc.I~I.n~s.k.n, 
iep jliefi, 
which is in contradiction with the condition E < l/(/or). Cl (Lemma 6) 
Now we use the lemma to prove Theorem 1. Let S = {Lj ) j E l:n} be an 
M-scheme where M = lJisl:,, {i, s}. We assume that S, = {{i, s} 1 i E l:m}, S, = S 
and define the nonnegative fillings B[M, l:m] and D[M, l:n] of the schemes S, 
and S, by 
B[Z, i] = 
0, I$ ii, 3, 
1, le{i,i}, ielm, 
0, I4 Lj 
D[l, j] = A[i, j], I = i E Li+, 
IA[i, j]l, l= ie L,:, j e 1~. 
The matrix B is 2m X m, and the matrix D is 2m X n. The values A[i, j] used in 
the definition of the matrix D are elements of the matrix A[l:m, l:n] which is a 
filling of the given M-scheme S from the theorem. 
It is easy to see that the system 
A[l:m, l:n] x x = 0, x 30, (8) 
has a nontrivial solution iff the system 
B[M, 1:m ] x y = D[M, l:n] x z, y, .z 3 0, (9) 
has a nontrivial solution. 
As a matter of fact, let x[l:n] be a nontrivial solution of (8). Then we have 
2 A[i, j] -x[jJ = 2 (A[i, j]l *x[jJ, i e 1:m. (10) 
j\ieL., j JSEL, 
Assuming for i E l:m, 
y[il = j ,& A[i, jl . x[jl, (11) 
I 
we conclude from (10): 
y]il = j ,& I&, ill . x[il- 
I 
(12) 
From (11) and (12) we see that z =x[l:n] and y[l:m] defined by (11) satisfy 
(9). 
On the other hand, if (y, z) is a nontrivial solution of (9), we have 
y[il = j ,zL AL il * 4il= j ,z;. I4L ill - z[il, i E 1:~ 
I , 
i.e., (8) is satisfied for x = z. 
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Since the sets {i, i}, i E l:m, in the schemes S, are disjoint, the condition of 
Lemma 6 is also satisfied. Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 0 
5. The condition of the trivial solvability of the system Ax = 0 
Theorem 4. In order for the vector Ax to contain at least one positive component 
for each transposed filling A of the N-scheme ST and each vector x # 0, it is 
necessary that the pair (S, 1 &) w ere S,={{j,~}]j~l:n}, S,=ST b a dual h 
structure, and sufficient that (S, 1 S,) ILT a minimal dual structure. 
Proof. Sufficiency. For every vector x #O we shall define the sets Jo = {j E 
1:n ] x[j] = 0} and J = {j E 1:n ) x[j] #O}. Let us consider two cases. 
(a) the set Jo is empty; 
(b) the set Jo is not empty. 
In case (a) the condition of minimality is superfluous. In this case, let the pair 
(S, I S,) be a dual structure, let the vector x # 0 and let the set Jo for this vector be 
empty. We shall split the set J = 1:n into two subsets J+ = {j I x[jJ >O} and 
J-={j)x[j]<O} d an construct the path x in S, by including in n = n[l:n] the 
index j if j E J+ or the index i if j E J-. 
Since (S, ( S2) is a dual structure, there is in S, = {L’ I i E l:m} a set L’ such that 
n 2 L’. The set L’ can be written as L!! U L’_, where L\ contains the elements j, 
and L!_ contains i. Therefore 
n[J+] I> L’,, n[J-] 2 L’_, 
A[& j] > 0, X[jl > 0, ifjEL+, 
A[& j] < 0, Nil < 0, ifJeLf, 
and the ith component of the vector Ax is equal to 
(This equality holds, since by the definition of the transposed filling, we have 
A[i,j]=Oifj$L’, andi$L!_.) 
In case (b) we get by dropping the null components of the vector x that 
Ax = A'x[J] where A’ = A[l:m, J]. 
Let us consider the systems S{ = {{j, i} 1 j E J} and S; = ST(AJ), where ST(AJ) 
is the transposed scheme of the matrix A’. 
If we could show that (S: I S$ is a dual structure, then the sufficiency would be 
proved by the same considerations as in case (a). 
In the case IS:] = IS,], the pair (S{ ) S$ is a dual structure, since after deleting 
the indices j, i for j $ J from S, and S,, the number of sets in S; is equal to that in 
S,, and every path p in S’, is a path in S, and contains some set {j, i}, j E 1:~ But 
the path p contains only the indices j, i for j E J. Therefore this path contains 
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some set {j, y}, j E J, and the pair (S’, 1 S{) is a dual structure. By the duality 
theorem the pair (S{ 1 S<) is also a dual structure. 
Now we consider the case lS<( < I&]. Let s, = &\ S’, be the system of the sets 
deleted from S,. 
We assume that there is a path p’ in S’, which does not contain any set from S{. 
If p is some path in $, then p = pJ U p is a path in $. Since (& 1 8,) is a dual 
structure, the path p contains some set {j, i}, j E J. We assume that pJ does not 
contain any set {j, i}, j E J. But p’ does not contain any set {j, i}, j E Jo, since p’ 
consists only of j, i, j E J. 
Therefore every path 0 in & contains some set {j, i}, j E 1:~ But a path in S. 
may contain only the set {j, i}, j E& From this we see that the pair {$ ( Sf}, 
where Sp = {{j, i} 1 j E J,}, is a dual structure, and (S$ I $), by the duality 
theorem, is also a dual structure. 
This fact contradicts the minimality of (S, I S,): we have deleted from S, all the 
sets which form S: and from S, all the sets which form S;. 
Necessity. Let (S, ) S,) be not dual. Then there is a path ;n in S, which does not 
contain any set {j, i}, j E 1~. Therefore every set {j, I}, j E l:n, is in n with at 
most one element. 
We define the vector x[l:n] by 
i 
1, &r, 
dil = -1, jEJd, 
0, j, J$ Ed, j l 1~2, 
and the matrix A[l:m, l:n], which is the transposed filling of the scheme S,, and 
which has elements A[i, j] such that 
146 ill = { 
1, j orje2rnL’, 
E, jorjeL’\(n7dn’), 
where O< E < l/(n - 1). Now for every i E 1:m we split the set L’ into the sets 
L’,(n) = n n L’,, L’_(n) = Jr n Lf, 
E+(n) = L', \ L',(n), E(Jc) = Lf \ L'(n). 
From the definition of x and A we have 
A[i, j]x[j] = -1, if j e L’,(n) or i E Li(n), 
A[i, j]x[j] s E, if j E L\(n) or 7 E E(7r). 
Since the path JC intersects every set L’, i E l:m, we have for every component 
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i E 1:m of the vector Ax 
43 
2 A[& j] -x[j] = c A[L_il *X[il 
jCSl:lI jSL’ 
= jrzcn) A[iJ il * dil + is& A[i, il . dil 
+ jell A[i, il * a + jELF(n, A[iP il . m 
s - (Li,(n)l - ILf(Jc)I + E (JF+(n)l + & pi - (Jd)l 
=-IL’nJd(+&ILi\(L’n~)( 
c-l+&(n-l)CO, 
i.e., the vector Ax does not contain positive components. So Theorem 2 is 
proved. 0 
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